UNARIUS
Science of Life

Dear Friend:
Greetings from Unarius, and a Beacon of the most Infinite Light unto you! In our efforts to help individuals
who have, at some time during the past few years, made contact with Unarius we here like to, on
occasion, check with you again; especially in instances where the student has become somewhat lax in his
efforts to carry on with his study, or that his interests may have waned, we wish to try to help renew or
restimulate this inner desire or urge for spiritual wisdom, so you may carry on in your self-mastery
program, to again become actively engaged in your individual, regenerative progressive evolution—the
way to a better future.
If you personally, after having entered in the study of the books or lessons, have NOT begun to obtain and
sense results . . . if you have NOT experienced wonderful attunements with the inner worlds and consciousness
whereby you have viewed the “lights” of the Advanced Beings, the golden energy configurations, etc. . . . if you
have NOT realized a complete change in your well-being and welfare . . . if every level of expression with you
has NOT been changed for the better—stepping up in a more positive vibration . . . if you have NOT found a
completely new zest for living, and a strong desire to delve further into the Unarius studies to gain more
wisdom . . . if you have NOT come to realize a completely new consciousness and a peace of mind never before
known . . . if you have NOT experienced healings where needed . . . if you have NOT begun to live the principles
of the Science of Life, and which do make for a completely different, renewed, and revitalized being, then may
we suggest that you again return to your studies; for indeed, all this and much more CAN BE YOURS! YOU NEED
BE NO EXCEPTION to those who have and are attaining good results!
There is only one reason why the student does not experience changes, help, and a new way of life, and
one reason only: LACK OF STUDY. No sincere student can remain steadfast in his efforts to conceive the
Science, without experiencing results—results of an infinite variety. This little missive to you is simply to
prompt your interest, to try to encourage you who have at one time heard this “call” to prepare yourself:
preparation for your own future years and lives, both here and on other distant planets. Our urge is that
you may again begin your unfoldment process—your spiritual awakening!
This material world has served a purpose for you, yea, many hundreds of years and lifetimes, but the fact
that you have been touched on the shoulder, so to speak, to begin your climb upward in wisdom does go
to prove that you are one of those certain numbers who can, at this time, begin to prepare yourself for
life on higher worlds. The present is a once-in a-millennium opportunity, with the very source of the
stream bed (the Unarius Emissary-Avatar) on Earth to aid you in your needs—to project to you special
Healing Rays, Infinite Light, and Eternal Wisdom, which does aid you in many ways. Your return to your
study, your contact with us here, again, will make this help possible; for help must be always given in
proportion to the individual’s own efforts. Otherwise, life’s purpose would be defeated; evolution would
be meaningless.
We have, for the time, discontinued our effort to contact new students and place, instead, this time and
energy and consciousness on those who have previously obtained some study material from the Center;
thus, we trust that you may again renew your contact with us. These words from us here, now, are simply
to urge you—and for your own individual benefit—if you have reneged on your studies, lessened, or
discontinued your efforts to conceive the teachings. May you now pick up where you left off and review

that which you first obtained from us; reread that first and subsequent books and see what a great
amount of wisdom that you missed before! The word pictures are creative energies and will regenerate
and regenerate within your psychic body, and work for you in this stepping-up process.
The Unarius Science is indeed unique to any other teaching which you have ever, or will ever encounter;
for it was written not from the conscious mind of an earthman, but is actually a creation of the very
Infinite Mind of Creative Intelligence. Thus, these principles can be impinged within your own psychic
anatomy to actually change its existing vibrating rate. Moreover, your times of attunement or study
create an alignment with the Minds on the Higher Worlds and with we Channels, here, who can and do
work with you continuously. All that is asked on your part is that you REMAIN STEADFAST TO YOUR
STUDY—how little a price to pay for the great benefits received! A better investment is simply
nonexistent, at any price; for to understand, to conceive the principles of Unarius is a better life, here and
hereafter.
Some students who have continued with their study, and who have, as a result, begun their spiritual
metamorphosis, their resurrection experiences—viewed their past-life experiences, etc.—and have
written up these psychisms—some at great length. We have made duplicates of these relivings and
“workouts” so others may read these most interesting accounts, which have changed their lives so
completely. We will gladly send you some of these fascinating student writings upon your request for
same. You will be in for some eye-opening reading, and their “sheets,” too, could serve you well to help
prompt you, in your own behalf, to return to your own seeking. If you have personal problems of any
nature with which you need spiritual help, let us know, and we’ll gladly work with you on them.
We here, at the Center, are most desirous to do all possible to encourage you to carry on in your goal, and
you will find, too, that with periodic contacts with us here, added energy shall be forthcoming to you with
these contacts through the mail. Let us hear how you are making out: If you have psychic experiences you
would care to relate, we welcome them, and if you still await your first psychism, then return to the
studies and obtain other missing books or lessons. And with our reply will be added a measure of vibrant
energy of an infinite nature, which will be projected into your psychic anatomy, there to regenerate itself
ad infinitum. The recorded taped lectures, too, can be a most helpful adjutant to the sincere seeker of
personal advancement.
Enter with a renewed dedication, new consciousness, into your studies of the Unariun Science, and watch
the subsequent months and years become those of a far more progressive nature with you than has been
in the past. Our help and that of the Spiritual Brothers shall be unlimited—just so long as you, yourself,
make an effort to learn.
With our very best wishes for a more enlightened future, and with projected Rays of the most Infinite
Intelligence unto you,
The Unariun Brotherhood

(Mrs.) Ruth Norman
Note: This letter was mailed to home-study students sometime in the late 60s through 1971.

